Pi-helix preference in unsolvated peptides.
Ion mobility measurements have been used to examine helix formations in the gas phase for a series of alanine/glycine-based peptides that incorporate a glutamic acid (E) and lysine (K) at various positions along the backbone. Incorporation of an EK pair lowers the percent helix for all positions (presumably because hydrogen bonding between the backbone and the E and K side chains stabilize the nonhelical globular conformations). The largest percent helix is found when the EK pair is in an i,i+5 arrangement, which suggests that the preferred helical conformation for these peptides is a pi-helix. This conclusion is supported by comparison of cross sections deduced from the ion-mobility measurements to average cross sections calculated for conformations obtained from molecular dynamics simulations. The glutamic acid and lysine may form an ion pair that is stabilized by interactions with the helix macro-dipole.